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Peter Powning’s technical prowess in so many materials
is second to none, particularly, when he skillfully manipulates these materials into one, single work of art
... What is also astounding is that Powning can work in
such varied scale: small domestic tabletop objects, larger sculptural works to monumental public commissions.
It cannot be said enough, that the breadth of materials
and the dramatic change of scale in which he uses them
is extraordinary.
Rachel Gottlieb
Associate Curator, Gardiner Museum, Toronto

Powning combines disparate materials to create a complex totality. He primarily works with bronze, steel, glass
and stone finished in rich textures and colours evoking
a sense of antiquity. “His work is multi-leveled,” says visual artist Susan Edgerley, who shows glass sculpture
with Ainsley, “and brings together many elements –
each piece has so much information. The work is contemporary, but it feels as if it’s being pulled through
history, which implies that it will endure.
Susan Edgerly
Artist
Quotation from Seeking Balance catalogue.

Phases of the Moon.
7’ 6”h. Glass, bronze and stone. 2008
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On the occasion of the opening of Peter Powning’s solo exhibition at the Sandra
Ainsley Gallery and the Toronto announcement of the NB Museum’s acquisition of
“the Powning Collection”. April, 2015.
Thank you for inviting to me speak about Peter Powning’s work.
It’s quite an honour. As Peter just said, when he came to Canada in 1970 with his wife Beth, today a noted author in her
own right, they set up a pottery in rural Sussex, New Brunswick.
Just to provide you with some historical context here, Peter was
part, whether he was conscious of this or not at the time, of a
larger phenomenon known as the American studio craft movement in which many artists and designers came to Canada in
the 1960s, to work and teach, such as Donald Lloyd McKinley
(with his wife Ruth Gowdy McKinley) and Robert Held at Sheridan College in Ontario, or Kent Benson who met the famous
Michael Cardew in Abuja, Nigeria or yet another transplanted
American is Walter Ostrom who settled out east to teach ceramics at NSCAD in Halifax. Some were avoiding the American draft
and others felt sympathetic to the Canadian way of life and others, like Peter, were not formally educated in the crafts but they
all came from the back-to-land, counter culture movement and
they all significantly shaped the craft revival movement here in
Canada. It’s also remarkable that the Pownings chose to set up
their 300 acre studio in Sussex, New Brunswick because this,
some historians argue, is where Canada’s studio pottery movement was born under Danish Canadian husband and wife Eric
and Kjeld Deichmann who began making pottery in the 1930s
in Moss Glenn, New Brunswick and eventually settled in Sussex. The Deichmanns became famous in their day, their portraits shot by Yousuf Karsh and
romantically documented by
the National Film Board until
they closed their pottery in the
1960s.

Pyxidium.
Slumped glass and cast bronze.
24” w.
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Peter, therefore, is part of this history and now contributes to it
in his own right by demonstrating how studio craft can operate
in a much expanded field.
Peter began his career as a traditional studio potter, living off
his own work making functional and decorative vessels in the
then popular Japanese firing technique of Raku for the local
and national markets. But look how far he has come 45 years
later! While he still lives on his 300 acres with Beth, and works
in clay, his practice has expanded to include not only the exquisite Raku crackle vessels but also sculptures made of cast glass,
bronze, and steel and, more recently, he returned to photography which he studied in school. This is astonishing since most
process-based artists or craft makers stick to a single media. You
are a ceramist, or glass artist, furniture maker or a metalsmith.
I believe only Roman Bartkiw, who taught in Ontario and Nova
Scotia in the 60s, and the aforementioned Robert Held worked
in glass and ceramics but certainly not on the same sophisticated level as Peter Powning. Peter’s technical prowess in so many
materials is second to none, particularly, when he skillfully manipulates these materials into one, single work of art. Powning
is technically curious and an auto-didactic which explains his
ease at handling a variety of materials and his ability to invent
new processes such as pioneering indoor Raku firing by introducing a protective heat-resistant suit of armour, so to speak

The materials he chooses to work in are rooted in the ancient
art of alchemy. While Peter is not transforming stone into gold,
of course, nonetheless, he is altering material properties: clay
to stone, sand to glass and metals from solid to fluid, back to
solid once more but transformed into new wondrous shapes.
Under his deft hands and distinguished eye, clay, metals and
glass undergo transformation by fire. What is also astounding, I
think, is that Peter can work in such varied scale: small domestic
tabletop objects, larger sculptural works to monumental public
commissions. It cannot be said enough, that the breadth of materials and the dramatic change of scale in which he uses them
is extraordinary.

Raku Vase. 7.25”h.

But as curators have pointed out, and Peter himself says, and
as you can see for yourself in the gallery, there is strong continuum that unites his eclectic body of work. And it’s simply this:
Peter Powning’s artwork questions humankind’s connection
and relationship to nature, the environment and history. He
employs a repertoire of shapes, be it the disk, the circle, the
arch, the fragment, the totemic column or the box reliquary (all
signifiers of mysterious artifacts and time passing), the twig
(the symbol of nature), or the house, the garment (emblematic
of shelter)— he returns to these forms, imprinting with them
with his own personal glyphs, time and time again and they all
strike a fine balance between the organic elements of nature
and the antiquated artifact. Powning’s artwork is timeless and
enigmatic but also it’s very much grounded in our busy, daily
post-modern life. There is nothing ironic about Peter’s art; it
invites us to pause, to look and to contemplate our profound
relationship with culture, history, the environment, the passage of time and ultimately the meaning of life itself. Today,
we are witnessing by many contemporary artists a return to
material processes, and who show archaeological and archival impulses in their work to similarly question memory
and making and offer metaphors drawing upon relics and
fragments of the past. It’s good and important to know that
Peter Powning has been offering these interpretations in his
vessels, and totemic forms other work for over 45 years like
no other. Congratulations to you Peter on such an illustrious
career and congratulations to the New Brunswick Museum for
acquiring such an important archive and collection.
Rachel Gottlieb
Associate Curator, Gardiner Museum, Toronto
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The language of Time is spoken in remnants and residue. Powning catches it in
the midst of conversation. The artist engages with his materials, fashioning and altering them, often proceeding intuitively and
experimenting with chance. His work is
practicality at play, coming from a desire to
explore and understand the material world
while allowing it to assert itself, build itself
on its own.
Although originally based in craft, his practice engages sculpture as its central preoccupation. The artist builds from the elements available to him with an eye toward
resultant forms. His methodology is overt;
his process is laid bare. Powning intricately understands his
materials, the combinations of substances needed to produce
content, texture, and form. Different contexts determine outcome, particularly evident with work intended to be situated
outdoors.
Says Powning of his process, “I set up conditions for the accidental to shape both the process and the outcome, a sort of
evolution by mutation. I work with the results of accident as
part of both the physical and metaphorical process. The other
sort of ‘accident’ I deal with is inadvertent breakage. I try to incorporate this kind of accident in the work, although there are
times that this isn’t possible, in which case the bits and pieces can insinuate their way into new work at some later time.
In fact, for some time I have been deliberately breaking parts
of sculptures to provide pieces of the whole to transform into
other materials (by casting ceramic or glass shards in bronze)
and then reassembling them as a renewed whole. I like the
metaphorical resonance of transformation, the broken reunited, made whole but altered.”
Aesthetic satisfaction comes from the alternate revealing and
concealing of the materials in the works. Powning does not
encode but, rather, exposes the symbolic nature of art and language while employing material and message in mutual reinforcement. He plays with the capabilities of available media,
manipulating them to points that would seem “unnatural.”
Substances take on the qualities of other seemingly disparate materials, and opposites exist in tandem. Stone becomes
wood-like, glass seems like water.

A recent group of works portray books under a series of unusual conditions. Some
have been immersed in water. Many of the
books are suspended in the ocean just beyond breaking surf while the artist chases
them, shooting them as they are animated
by currents. Other books are portrayed in
mid-flight, thrown by the artist. All have become illegible.
Books are carriers of words, the method by
which we communicate thoughts and ideas
with symbols understandable to the reader.
By removing this function, Powning asks us
to consider not what the books convey literally, but what they are in themselves. They
become sculptural objects. The photographs which we see are
documentary records of a process that is utterly transitory.
Other series of works acknowledge the heritage of craft to
extract ghosts of tradition past – the plinth, the reliquary, the
ornament – with a view to carrying on in this lineage while subjecting it to transformative effects. By once again moving beyond utility, Powning digs through the strata of what has come
before to discuss the processes of memory and forgetting, of
history as patina.
Powning describes his work as “metaphorical and allusive, but
in loose felt ways, rather than by use of conscious specific literal references. I’m usually seeking qualities of antiquity and
mystery, something unmoored from time and place. I strive
for work that projects a feeling of obscure provenance and yet
evokes feelings of deep recognition and connection.”
On the one hand, his work resonates between the lines of narrative that, though steeped in history, nevertheless proves to
be centered on a projection of humanness, on its universal desire for immortality through the objects it produces.
On the other, it describes a continual recreation of meaning
and, therefore, function. The objects are destined to be once
again re-written in the present, in the moment of our encounter.

Mireille Eagan: catalogue essay for 2009 solo exhibition at Ingrid Mueller Art + Concepts.
24 page colour catalogue in French, English and German. (see page 11 for french translation)
Mireille Eagan is a Canadian arts writer and curator. ... She is currently Curator of Contemporary Art at The Rooms in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Transmutation #1
Casr bronze, acrylic and granite. 46”h.

Waterbook.
40” wide photograph mounted on aluminum.

Transmutation #5
Wood, cast bronze, granite, lead, copper and gold leaf. 19”h.
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branches emerge not only from ceramic sculptural vessels, but
serve also as an organic matrix joining two house forms in the
sculpture entitled “Metamorphosis.” “Peter is a tour de force,”
says Toronto visual artist Irene Frolick. “He’s a master of materials but he’s not ashamed to have a very poetic look at the world
– there’s no irony, no tongue in cheek, it’s just a very soft poetic
look at the world around him. The humbleness and emotional
quietness of ‘Metamorphosis’ is really beautiful.”
Powning says the process of making involves a series of creative experiments, a journey of discovery -- about the piece,
himself, the limits of materials and his skills. “I don’t come to
a piece with a fully realized concept. The concept is the starting
point not the finishing point.”

Seeking Balance solo exhibition
Sandra Ainsley Gallery, Toronto, 2008.
40 page colour catalogue
catalogue essay:
Seeking Balance, Peter Powning’s latest solo show at the
Sandra Ainsley Gallery, is a significant body of work, highlighted by dramatic lighting against the distinctive industrial
backdrop of Toronto’s Distillery District: stone and brick walls,
polished concrete floors.
In “Seeking Balance” Powning combines disparate materials to
create a complex totality. He primarily works with bronze, steel,
glass and stone finished in rich textures and colours evoking a
sense of antiquity. “His work is multi-leveled,” says visual artist
Susan Edgerley, who shows glass sculpture with Ainsley, “and
brings together many elements – each piece has so much information. The work is contemporary, but it feels as if it’s being
pulled through history, which implies that it will endure. This
show is cohesive. Threads link one piece to another, his visual
vocabulary creates a sense of unity. The work is akin to a book,
its narrative Powning’s evolution as an artist. Each series is like a
chapter in his book.” Edgerley observes that “these forms could
exist in nature, as easily as in this space, there is a sense that
they have always existed and will continue to exist. When you
look at these pieces you can feel the history, and see the flow of
time, but they’re still very modern.”
That sense of history is recurrent in Powning’s overall body of
work. There are sculptures based on the stela – an ancient upright tablet used to mark a significant place or event; a perfectly round torus; and the bronze branches that have become a
motif in his work – natural history. In this show the
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“Peter Powning is courageous,” says Susan Edgerley, “and he is
true to his creative impulses. It’s very unusual. He can see beyond disappointment, beyond the limits of particular materials,
stay open, and maintain a child-like sense of wonder. When he
started the book series, it seemed to come out of the blue, but
it makes sense when you think about language and its place
in our society - to use that creative impulse, to bake them and
make them fly and put them in water - the motion of that series
is extraordinary. To stop and be aware and to use that awareness
to develop another language is wonderful. When people work
with material as opposed to ideas it’s so instinctual from the beginning, because you’re working with something from nature.
Of course if you are aware in a more intellectual way, as he is,
and have an intuitive sense of the world and nature those intuitive processes are very evident. His ability to easily shift from
intimate to large scale sculpture is rare.”

White Branch Vessel, 22” h. Cast bronze and clay.

Most of Powning’s large sculpture is designed for use both
inside and outdoors, made to withstand the weather. He documents his sculpture in different seasons to emphasize its durability, and to show that exposure to wind, rain, and sleet only
enhances the surfaces on these forms.
Powning started his studio practice in the rolling hills of
Markhamville near Sussex, New Brunswick, in the early 70’s.
His studio and foundry expanded in response to his need to
overcome the challenges inherent in working with multiple
materials in a rural area far from art foundries or other necessary services. He built much of the equipment he uses in his
studio.
Early in his career he worked solely with clay, creating functional pieces and small sculptures, in order to make a living in a
small rural community. The small sculpture eventually led to
larger works in a wide range of materials. These days he’s as
likely to use his kilns to slump glass or to bake water-soaked
books as he is to fire ceramics. The book series completely
captured the imagination of Irene Frolick. It started when Beth
Powning loaned a book to a friend who decided to read it in
the bath. When the book was returned, in a distinctive, decidedly bloated organic state, its new shape told a tale. Soon after,
Powning dropped a book into an aquarium filled with water
to see what would happen. After a month, when it started to
go septic, he placed it in a hot kiln, thinking he could stabilize
it in its bloated state. The result was stunning – a sculptural,
ephemeral shape the colour of singed wood. One breath might
collapse the whole structure. Powning’s photographic journey
began. Since then, he’s photographed books in the ocean, and
now has them flying through the air. These photographic works
are magical, playful, daring.

He created “Light Spirals” at the Residences of College Park on
Bay Street (above), and is currently in shows at the Harbourfront Centre, “The Importance of Being Banff,” the Burlington
Art Centre, “East Coast Ceramics,” and The Beaverbrook Art Gallery, “Meaning and Metaphor: Highlights from the AGNS Contemporary Ceramic Collection.”
Unlike many visual artists, it’s hard to categorize Peter Powning. The Sandra Ainsley Gallery is primarily known as a glass
gallery and although Powning employs glass in many of his
works, “glass artist” is a label he resists. He prefers the freedom of expression and challenges inherent in the use of any
material that serves his creative purposes. Peter Powning is a
mature artist in full stride who consistently produces work that
is at once sophisticated, imaginative, and deeply moving.
Karen Ruet - Gallery Curator/Director at NBCCD

“Seeking Balance” is one more marker on a long path for Powning, who in 2006 won the prestigious Saidye Bronfman Award
(as of 2007 a Governor General’s Award). His work is widely
published: included in Robin Hopper’s book, “Stayin’ Alive;”
John Mathieson’s recent book on raku ceramics; and “GLASS
ART: Urban Art 2003” by Richard Yelle. He is the recipient of
numerous awards, including the Strathbutler Award, grants
and awards of recognition from the New Brunswick Arts Board,
and Canada Council for the Arts. He has been commissioned
to produce two sculptures for Festival Tower, the new home of
the Toronto International Film Festival, to be installed in 2010:
“Fantasm,” a bronze and glass wall array backlit by a video wall,
and “Split Rock,” a large stone and bronze sculpture for a rooftop meditation garden.
New Hope Nimbus
29” d. Glass, cast bronze and ceramic.
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Catalogue essay for Transmutations exhibition in 2008 by Peter
Powning

In looking over the range of work that I’ve included in this
show, I’m pondering some common themes in the selection.
The book images, and some of the sculpture, involve either
unreadable text, glyphs, or what looks like writing. Cryptic calligraphy. I started using this “calligraphy” in response to stella,
tablets and other ancient artifacts bearing indecipherable symbols. For a long time, I have been engaged by the humanness
of them, and their sense of meaning without the burden of
specific content.
My use of cryptic glyphs is an attempt to engender a sense of
inherent meaning, meaning that is visually contextual but perhaps beyond the capacity of text (words) to convey. It is also
an exploration of the power of lost languages as represented
by obscure human artifacts unearthed from a time beyond cultural memory. It might also represent the murky evanescent
text of dreams, that kind of dream reading in which the text is
visible but the words and meaning dissolve and distort when
examined; and yet still have power.
I attempt to create a sense of being at the threshold of meaning, a place where you have to accept the experience as the
meaning, and relinquish the need to explain. The direct experience of the object is sufficient, more than sufficient. The experience is the point. Explanation and analysis diminish or confuse
the reality of the moment and become something else, their
own reality, not the reality of the experience. The on-going experience of the physical presence of things deepens our awareness of seeing, just seeing, without the filters and intellectual
garnish that analysis encumbers us with.

Analysis and historical contextualization have their place, but
to my mind, not as a substitute for a direct engagement with
art. There’s a big difference between watching a bird in flight ...
just watching… as opposed to analyzing as you watch – thinking about “bird flying”, where it’s going, flight mechanics, its
species, what it eats, etc. Those are different experiences. Direct, unmediated experience is what interests me most. A flood
of associations and other thoughts soon enough invade the
experience; alter it, and inform it. Associations are made, and
the whole web of analysis of one kind or another takes over. I
aim for objects that are curious enough to evade immediate
classification, not as puzzles, but mysterious, with a presence
of their own that engage the viewer directly.
This is what it seems like I’m up to. The process of making art
isn’t this clear to me as it’s happening. It happens in a state of
“attentive inattention,” as the poet Gary Snyder put it. There’s
a kernel of an idea as a starting point; the rest of the process
develops its own logic. The glyphs or unreadable script are only
one aspect of each piece. The form of the objects is yet another
realm to consider.
I’m also grappling with transmutation in my work – the act or
state of being changed from one form into another, for example, the book from a familiar common object, to something
other. The transformation of objects or fragments of objects
into different materials: wood to bronze, bronze to acrylic,
glass to bronze. Fragments of objects that are reconstructed in
the original form but altered in the process. This process is rich
ground for metaphorical exploration. While this is a personal
journey for me as an artist, my hope is that this work provides
others with the chance for a journey of their own.

See page 12 for French
translation
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Step Series. 8”h. Slip cast, raku fired clay.

Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery, Waterloo, ON. 1996
Gloria Hickey ~ curator

Peter Powning: Elemental Clay and Glass

Discus.
Raku fired slip cast paper clay,
bone and gold and silver leaf.
24” d.

28 page colour catalogue

In the past 25 years, Peter Powning has earned respect among connoisseurs of
fine craft as one of Canada’s most innovative ceramists. Many people recognize
his distinctive and commercially successful raku pottery, but few realize that he is
also a sculptor with an international reputation. Gloria Hickey has curated the first
national solo exhibition of Powning’s sculpture for the Canadian Clay and glass
Gallery, and Peter Powning: Elemental Clay and Glass documents this exhibition
with 46 colour photographs, curatorial essay and artist’s statement.
Powning has exhibited his clay, glass and bronze works in over 60 galleries and
museums in Canada, the US, Germany, Scandinavia, the UK, Australia, New Zealand, China and Japan. He has gained international recognition through the Mino
International Ceramics Competition, Fletcher Award Show in New Zealand and
the Kanazawa International Exhibition of Glass in Japan. In New Brunswick, he
won the 1991 Deichmann Award for Excellence in Craft and the 1993 Strathbutler
Award.

Trilithon.
Raku fired clay. 18”h.

Gloria Hickey’s curatorial essay tells how and why Powning made the pieces in
the exhibition. Candid yet sensitive, it assesses Powning’s importance among Canadian ceramists and glass artists, and it interprets the interests and values that
permeate not only his pottery and sculpture, but his personal life as well.
Peter Powning’s studio is near Sussex, New Brunswick. He has served on the New
Brunswick Arts Board, the Premier’s Advisory Council on the Arts, and the New
Brunswick Craft Council, and he has been a visiting artist at the Banff Centre for
the Arts. Gloria Hickey, a St. John’s writer and curator, twice won the Betty Park
Award of Merit for her contributions to critical writing about craft in North America. In 1994 she was nominated for the Imperial Oil Award for Excellence in Arts
Journalism. C2G2 1996
Exhibition toured to NB Museum, Saint John and AGNS, Halifax, NS in 1997-8

Lunarium.
Raku fired clay
cast bronze and glass, 26”h.
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